The utility of extended longitudinal profiles in predicting future health care expenditures.
Health care spending is highly concentrated. Prediction models that accurately identify the characteristics of individuals most likely to incur high levels of health expenditures in a subsequent year are important analytical and statistical tools. This study examined the capacity of alternative models to predict the likelihood of incurring high levels of medical expenditures in a subsequent year. This effort also evaluated the utility of an additional year of longitudinal information. A nationally representative sample from the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS). The MEPS longitudinal data are used to examine the persistence of high expenditures during a 2-year period. With the unique linkage of the MEPS to the National Health Interview Survey, the utility of an additional year of data also was examined. Resultant models were evaluated in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and predictive capacity. Only modest marginal gains in discrimination capacity were realized from the use of extended longitudinal profiles from the National Health Interview Survey, relative to information on prior year characteristics. Our results highlight the continuing concentration of health care expenditures during the period 1996 to 2002 and reveal some attenuation in magnitude in the tail of this distribution over time. Further, our results provide evidence of the utility of probabilistic models as prediction tools to identify individuals likely to incur high levels of expenditures in future years. Predictive capacity does not suffer when restricted to a single year of prior information.